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DESIGN SOLUTIONS FOR RAIL
DCA explains its approach to large scale and highly public rail projects

D CA has been creating 
design solutions for 
the rail industry for 

more than 40 years. Our team 
of over 130 ergonomists, 
researchers, designers, engineers 
and model makers provides 
a uniquely integrated service 
at our studios in Warwick, 
allowing us to turn our creative 
ideas into practical working 
solutions. Every day over three 
million people complete rail 
journeys using our designs - 
with Hitachi’s Class 800/801 and 
385 trains, both incorporating 
DCA designed interiors, 
coming into service from 
2017 onwards, that number 
is set to grow dramatically.

Rail projects are by their nature 
large scale and highly public. This 
was particularly true of Hitachi’s 
Class 800/801 trains for the 
Intercity Express Programme (IEP). 
IEP involves the creation of a 
fleet of 122 trains to run on the 
East Coast and Great Western 
Main Lines at a cost of £5.7bn, 
replacing Sir Kenneth Grange’s 
iconic design for the InterCity 125. 
It couldn’t be more high profile!

They also typically involve a 
large number of stakeholders, 
each with their own, often 
conflicting, unique specifications. 
The IEP stakeholder groups include 
Agility Trains, Hitachi’s immediate 
customer; Virgin Trains East Coast 
and Great Western Railway, the 
two operating companies; the 
Department for Transport, who 
placed the order and defined 
the specification for IEP; drivers’ 

bodies, staff representatives and 
passenger groups, including 
special interest groups such as 
cyclists, wheelchair users and 
visually impaired representatives.

The management of such 
stakeholder complexity created 
a challenge in its own right on 
top of the delivery of the actual 
design solution. The key to success 
was clear, open and honest 
communication through all stages 
of the project. From the outset, 
four separate review groups were 
established with membership drawn 
from all the project stakeholders to 
represent the interests of drivers, 
staff and passengers, as well as an 
interior style review group. DCA 
developed a detailed plan for the 
project, identifying a series of 
engagement milestones and review 
meetings for each review group. 
Each milestone was focused on 
tangible deliverables to provide a 
focus for stakeholder input into 
the interior design process.

For example, at the start of 
the project the interior style team 
attended a visual brand language 
(VBL) workshop facilitated 
by DCA staff. This workshop 
identified the key IEP interior 
themes as trustworthy, modern 
and considerate, from which 
we developed and documented 
a comprehensive VBL plan. 
This identified how these core 
values would be translated 
and balanced visually in each 
of the train interior areas.

We then set about developing 
and illustrating three alternative 
design concepts that aligned with 

the VBL plan approved by the 
interior style review group. One 
preferred concept was identified 
by the group and developed into 
a detailed 3D CAD model. This 
formed the basis for a series of 
interior computer renderings, 
which were again assessed 
against the original VBL plan and 
approved by the review group.

Alongside these computer based 
activities, we worked closely with 
Hitachi’s manufacturing team 
in Japan and potential suppliers 
to establish a colour, materials 
and finishes (CMF) register. 
This included sourcing physical 
samples that the review group 
were able to approve alongside 
the computer rendered images.

In parallel with the interior 
style review group’s work, the 
drivers’ review group moved 
from benchmarking visits to 
existing cabs, through computer 
based ergonomics and sightline 
assessments to 3D CAD modelling 
and computer rendered images. 
The desk layout was developed 
jointly and interactively with drivers 
from both operating companies. 
The process started with basic 
cardboard models of the desk and 
re-locatable paper print outs of the 
displays, controls and other desk 
equipment, then moved through 
ergonomic rigs of increasing fidelity 
to arrive at a fully representative 
interior and exterior mock-up 
of the cab. The drivers’ review 
group was actively engaged every 
step of the way, through to a 
detailed task analysis and glare 
study on the final cab mock up.

Both the other review groups 
were engaged in corresponding 
interactive development and 
review streams focusing specifically 
on potential staff and passenger 
issues. Ultimately, the complete 
interior design was captured 
and demonstrated in a full size 
30m interior mock up designed 
and constructed by DCA in our 
large build workshop facility, 
which all four groups were able 
to review in detail, as indeed was 
the NOBO for the project ahead 
of formal design approval.

The success of this multi-
stakeholder process and the quality 
of its outcome was recognised 
in October 2015 when DCA and 
Hitachi Rail Europe were awarded 
the Human Factors and Ergonomics 
Society (HFES) Stanley H. Caplan 
User-Centred Product Design Award 
2015 for the interior design of the 
Class 800/801 train, the first time 
that an international candidate 
had won this US-based award.

More significantly, Hitachi chose 
DCA again as their interior design 
partner on the subsequent Class 
385 project for Abellio ScotRail. In 
this case, the stakeholder structure 
was far more straightforward, 
but our guiding principles of 
open communications and 
jointly negotiated and agreed 
design solutions served us well 
again. This delivered a design 
that Hitachi is comfortable to 
deliver and support in service, 
and Abellio ScotRail is happy 
to operate; together providing 
a better journey experience for 
customers in Scotland. a

Interior of Hitachi Class 800/801 – First class.

Interior of Hitachi Class 
800/801 – Standard class.

Interior of Hitachi Class 
800/801 – accessible toilet.
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